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Today’s agenda

• Brief literature review

• Research methods

• Demographics

• Findings

• Policy implications and conclusions
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Brief literature review

• Significant use of the internet and social media 
tools among newcomers and immigrants 
including refugees and international students
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Borkert et al. (2018); Dekker et al.(2018); 
Esses et al., 2013; Khoir, 2016; Mansour (2017); Shuva, 

2020; 2021; Sin & Kim (2018)  



Research methods
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Demographics
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• Interviews
• Surveys



Demographics (Interview)
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Demographics (Survey)
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Findings
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•Internet and social media as pre- and post-arrival  
information sources

•Social media usage in Canada

•Ethnic-social media tools and newcomers’ 
settlement (interview findings)
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98.5% of participants reported they use social media in Canada 



Ethnic social media and newcomers’ settlement 
(Interview findings)
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–Noman (Milton, 2010)

Many times, I see someone commenting [on Bangladeshi community 

Facebook forum] ‘I am a new immigrant, I got my PR (permanent 

residency), I am moving to Canada in three months, so what I need or I 

want to move to this are.’ Or, ask ‘which area would be supportive?’ Then 

everyone [on that Group] may say initially ‘Bangladeshi moving to Ontario 

usually move to Danforth [Toronto, also known as “Little Bangladesh]. 

Victoria Park and Danforth. That is a Bangladeshi community’… They 

[people in that forum] even help new immigrants with employment and 

information a lot.”

“



BCCB [Bangladeshi ethnic community forum] is an excellent platform. 

Nowadays, almost 98 percent of the [settlement] problems are solved 

there. I did not get those [help when I moved]. By 98 percent problem 

solved I meant people from almost all fields [professions] are there. From 

unemployed people to experienced people, successful businessman, 

banker, realtor, IT personnel, all types of people are there…So, that is a 

very good platform [for Bangladeshi newcomers]. 

– Maruf (Toronto, 2011) 

”

“



…there are some Bangladeshi groups on immigration and settlement 

for Canada for the Bangladeshi and Canadian migration from 

Bangladesh. Some of those are closed groups, some are open groups. 

Another group is BCCB (Canadian Bangladeshi-Bangladeshi 

Canadian). So, I sent friend requests to those groups and they 

accepted it. …So, I asked information [pre-arrival] about lifestyles, 

transportation systems, whatever came to my mind on those groups. I 

felt their responses were very good.

– Iqbal (Brampton, 2017)
”

“



There are many Bangladeshi [immigration] [Facebook] forums 

established recently. For example, BCCB is doing some work. Then 

there is immigration and settlement.org website and forum. The 

immigration and settlement.org [website] is in Bengali. They are 

developing resources in Bengali. They do have YouTube videos [on 

immigration-related topics] They are doing a lot of work.

-Shomrat (Toronto, 2017)
”

“



It’s so important [Bangladeshi ethnic community forums]. Because now 

I came to…like one month… six months before there is a Facebook 

page, it’s called Bangladeshi Canadian-Canadian Bangladeshi. When I 

was coming here there was no page like that. One of my friends is 

coming and he knows everything from there. That he is 

posting…asking everything where I can get the job, where I can get the 

accommodation, where I can get the driving license, everything is 

there. And, at that time I hadn’t that.  And for the newcomer, it’s very 

important to get the [information] about the accommodation and then 

the job.
– Hasi (2013,Toronto; in English)”

“
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Policy implications & 
Conclusion

❑ Create meaningful partnerships with ethnic 
community social media forums/organizations to help 
newcomers make informed settlement decisions (pre-
and post-arrival)
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Thank you!
ধন্যবাদ!
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